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ABSTRACT
Infected necrotizing pancreatitis is a challenging condition to treat because of the profound inflammatory response these patients undergo which can then be exacerbated by interventions. Treatment of this condition has evolved in timing of intervention as well as method of intervention and includes less invasive options for treatment such as percutaneous drainage and endoscopic drainage, in addition to less invasive endoscopic and video-assisted or laparoscopic debridements. The precise optimal treatment strategy for these patients is an ongoing topic of discussion and may be different for each patient as this is a heterogenous condition.

INTRODUCTION
Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a heterogenous condition that has the potential to be life threatening. In 2017, AP resulted in 2770 deaths at a rate of 0.9 per 100 000 in the USA.1 According to the revised Atlanta Criteria of 2012, AP is classified as mild, moderately severe, and severe.2 At its worst, AP evolves into infected necrotizing pancreatitis with organ failure which can have a mortality rate of 35%.3 The most common causes of pancreatitis are gallstone disease and excessive alcohol consumption, however a variety of factors are likely at play with regard to which persons will manifest AP.4 Because infected necrotizing pancreatitis is an arduous condition to treat, substantial effort is being made to analyze the effectiveness of various treatment strategies with the goal of improving survival and minimizing anatomic and physiological sequelae.

SPECTRUM OF AP
The 2012 revised Atlanta Criteria defined grades of severity and types of AP. These distinctions are important to identify patients who are at risk for severe disease so that they can be carefully monitored and supported, in addition to identifying those patients who may have a protracted disease course and need invasive intervention. Mild AP is self-limiting, does not lead to organ failure, and does not have local or systemic complications.2 Moderately severe AP causes transient organ failure that resolves within 48 hours and/or has local complications such as fluid collections or causes exacerbation of comorbid conditions.2 Severe AP is defined by persistent single or multiple organ failure lasting greater than 48 hours.2 Two separate types of pancreatitis were redefined in 2012 as acute edematous pancreatitis and acute necrotizing pancreatitis, the latter often resulting in a significant inflammatory response and has greater potential for a superinfection.

Approximately 5% to 10% of patients develop necrotizing pancreatitis. If fluid and necrotic pancreatic or peripancreatic debris form collections within 4 weeks of presentation they are termed acute necrotic collections.2 After 4 weeks these collections mature, become encapsulated and are then termed walled-off necrotic necrosis. These can be in a number of locations throughout the abdomen in various patterns and sizes (see figures 1–5). Infection of these collections often necessitates invasive intervention. In the past, tangible proof of infection via an image-guided fine needle aspiration or gas seen within the collections on CT scan was preferred to justify intervention. Protocols have been modified to forgo this step based on the suspicion of infection, particularly in patients who will likely undergo an intervention and can have cultures taken at that time.5 6

HISTORY OF EARLY OPEN NECROSECTION
Historically patients with necrotizing pancreatitis would undergo early laparotomy and necrosectomy. This has changed dramatically during the last 20 years. Early intervention was proven to be detrimental and is now reserved for cases with evidence of hemorrhage not amenable to interventional embolization, abdominal compartment syndrome, or hollow viscus perforation. It was found that outcomes for patients with severe pancreatitis improved by avoiding exacerbation of the inflammatory state with surgery. A prospective randomized study in 1997 initially showed the marked decrease in mortality with delayed surgical intervention and ended the study early for this reason.7 Another early study looked at three separate time periods where different practice patterns prevailed and compared mortality rates.8 They found that similarly, the latest time period which delayed intervention was found to have the lowest mortality.9 10 Subsequent to these studies the question of management of known infected necrosis was addressed with a retrospective review of 53 patients and a systematic review of 10 studies as well as a large prospective study which again demonstrated that delayed intervention was found to have the lowest mortality.9 10 Today national guidelines continue to reflect this sentiment.

MINIMALLY INVASIVE THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS
In step with most of medicine, minimally invasive strategies have been explored and employed in treating infected necrotic necrosis. With the
goal of lessening the inflammatory response from open surgery and the related morbidity such as hernia, a number of techniques have proliferated internationally. The optimal treatment strategy for infected necrotizing pancreatitis remains unclear and ongoing effort across multiple disciplines is taking place to add to the literature.

The Pancreas Network of New Zealand created a well-organized classification system for the many therapies for necrotizing pancreatitis, which is termed the ‘VRP Classification’ standing for visualization (eg, radiologic, endoscopic, open), route (eg, percutaneous retroperitoneal/transperitoneal, per-os transmural/transpapillary), and purpose (eg, drainage, lavage, debridement). This is a useful taxonomy system to consider because the precise technique behind many of these procedures is often not clear in the literature and can lead to miscommunication and inability to make comparisons.

The most common current treatment options for infected necrotizing pancreatitis include but are not limited to:

- Percutaneous retroperitoneal or transperitoneal drainage.
- Endoscopic transmural or transpapillary drainage.
- Minimally invasive retroperitoneal necrosectomy.
- Video-assisted retroperitoneal debridement.
- Endoscopic therapy necrosectomy.
- Laparoscopic or open necrosectomy.
- Laparoscopic or open cystgastrostomy or cystojejunostomy.

ADVENT OF THE STEP-UP METHOD

Open necrosectomy was formally challenged with the PANTER trial from the Dutch Acute Pancreatitis Study Group. The term ‘step-up’ was coined with this trial and is used commonly across disciplines when referring to minimally invasive procedures that
have the potential to be re-employed with escalation towards draining infected pancreatic necrosis. In 2010 the results of the trial demonstrated a number of benefits from the step-up approach over laparotomy. It randomized 88 patients to either an open necrosectomy or a step-up approach, defined as either a percutaneous drain or an endoscopic transgastric drainage followed by minimally invasive retroperitoneal necrosectomy if necessary. It showed that major complications such as new-onset organ failure, perforation, fistula or bleeding occurred in 12% of patients in the step-up group compared with 40% in the open group (p=0.002). The rate of death between the groups was similar (19% & 16%, p=0.70) in the step-up and open groups, respectively, demonstrating that the step-up group was not undertreated. The PANTER trial also showed less organ failure, diabetes, and incisional hernia in the step-up group. Long-term follow-up of 73 patients at 86 months confirmed these benefits.

In 2012 a small randomized trial (the PENGUIN trial) was performed comparing specifically endoscopic transgastric drainage versus surgical necrosectomy. This study randomized 20 patients and evaluated the inflammatory response as well as secondary endpoints inclusive of major complications or death. Patients in both groups underwent video-assisted retroperitoneal necrosectomy, if necessary. Ultimately, initiating with a transgastric endoscopic necrosectomy had reduced risk of major complications or death (20% vs. 80%; risk difference 0.60; 95% CI 0.16 to 0.80; p=0.03). A number of retrospective studies have been performed in the last 5 years to compare the newer, less invasive procedures with laparotomy. A single institution study at the Liverpool Pancreas Center looked at 394 patients who underwent either a minimally invasive retroperitoneal pancreatic necrosectomy or open necrosectomy and also found that there were significant advantages to a minimally invasive approach. Total postoperative complications and organ failure were less frequent in the minimally invasive group (63.9% vs. 81.7%). Furthermore, in a multivariate analysis, an independent mortality odds risk reduction of 73% was associated with the use of minimally invasive necrosectomy (OR 0.27; 95% CI 0.12 to 0.57; p=0.001).

The German Pancreatitis Study Group performed a multi-center study in 2016 of 220 patients and found that only 44% of patients in the step-up approach (percutaneous drainage, endoscopic drainage, with or without minimally invasive necrosectomy) had severe complications (sepsis, persistent multiorgan dysfunction, bleeding) compared with 73.3% of patients in the open group. Additionally, mortality was lower with 10.5% in the step-up group versus 33.3% in the open group. A group at a US academic medical center looked at 69 patients with walled-off pancreatic necrosis that required intervention and while they did not have the power to reach statistical significance, the trends found in the study showed an increased risk of in-hospital and 90-day mortality and increased length of stay in the open necrosectomy patients, as well as increased risk of peri procedural hemorrhage and incisional hernia development. In addition to this smaller study, a number of other small retrospective studies have been performed similarly with trends favoring a minimally invasive, step-up approach for necrotizing pancreatitis.

In an effort to obtain a larger sample size and eliminate some of the confounding factors with retrospective studies, a recent, large observational study was performed analyzing the effect of minimally invasive strategies compared with each other and compared with an open procedure on the primary endpoint of death. This study included 1980 patients and was unique in data collection, identifying numerous studies and databases to combine original data, both published and unpublished. A significant association was found between the method of necrosectomy and death in patients who were determined to be at high risk of death (based on baseline characteristics including severity of pancreatitis). Looking at these patients within matched cohorts based on type of necrosectomy, both minimally invasive surgical necrosectomy compared with open necrosectomy and endoscopic necrosectomy compared with open necrosectomy had a lower risk of death (risk ratio 0.70; 95% CI 0.52 to 0.94; p=0.02) and (risk ratio 0.27; 95% CI 0.08 to 0.88; p=0.03). The benefits of an open surgical necrosectomy are better visualization of tissues for more selective debridement and hemorrhage control, enduring ostomy creation between walled-off necrosis and either stomach or small bowel, and ability to limit interventions to one procedure. Laparoscopic necrosectomy has also been evaluated as an alternative to open necrosectomy in small studies. Laparoscopy avoids the inflammatory response of a laparotomy, decreases hernia risk, and allows access to the entire abdomen potentially using a single intervention for definitive management. One retrospective study looked at patients who underwent either laparoscopic or open surgical necrosectomy and described a number of benefits to either surgical approach. Another small study successfully treated 14 of 23 patients with necrotizing pancreatitis laparoscopically and averted the need for laparotomy in all but one patient.22

**COMPARISON OF STEP-UP APPROACH OPTIONS**

In light of the benefits of less invasive procedures over laparotomy, laparotomy may be eliminated or delayed in many cases, necessary only as a rescue measure in decompensating patients. Many patients can be treated with percutaneous drainage alone. Percutaneous catheter drainage is useful in reaching nearly the entire abdomen, short of locations such as the root of the mesentery and is less useful in treating very extensive collections. One large multi-institutional study looked closer at the specific management strategy of percutaneous drainage and suggests that more proactive upsizing and repeat drainage procedures can prevent necrosectomy even more than the current standard of less frequent, less aggressive drain checking and upsizing. Additionally, endoscopic drainage has been shown to...
be successful as the sole technique in 40% of patients in a recent study. National guidelines follow these developments, recommending most patients undergo either percutaneous catheter drainage or endoscopic drainage as a first intervention, ideally 4 weeks after initial presentation.

Many studies compare minimally invasive techniques as a group to open surgery and these may have sparse, underpowered subanalyses between minimally invasive groups. Relatively few studies exist that make direct comparisons between minimally invasive strategies. Two randomized trials have been performed to look specifically at minimally invasive strategies compared with each other.

The TENSION trial from the Dutch Acute Pancreatitis Study Group was designed to compare the two most common step-up minimally invasive techniques to each other with a primary endpoint of death or major complications. This study randomized 98 patients with infected pancreatic necrosis to receive initial management with either endoscopic drainage or percutaneous drainage, with escalation as necessary. The result was most notably due to the 28.1% rate of pancreatic fistula in the surgical group compared with none in the endoscopic group (p=0.001). In addition, pancreatic fistula was lower in the endoscopic group (5% vs. 32%, relative risk 0.15, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.62; p=0.0011) as well as a shorter hospital stay by 16 days to 0.62; p=0.001).29 In addition, pancreatic fistula was lower in the endoscopic group (5% vs. 32%, relative risk 0.15, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.62; p=0.0011) as well as a shorter hospital stay by 16 days on average (53 days (SD 47) vs. 69 days (SD 38), p=0.014).25

The MISER randomized trial compares endoscopic step-up approach to minimally invasive surgery (defined as a laparoscopic necrosectomy or video-assisted retroperitoneal debridement) with primary endpoints of death or major complications. The primary endpoints occurred in 11.8% of the endoscopic group and 40.6% of the surgical group (risk ratio 0.29; 95% CI 0.11 to 0.80; p=0.007), however rate of death was comparable between groups.28 The result was most notably due to the 28.1% rate of pancreatic fistula in the surgical group compared with none in the endoscopic group (p=0.001). In addition, the endoscopic group showed lower rates of systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS), early resolution of pre-existing SIRS, and fewer patients with new-onset SIRS.29 This trial helps demonstrate the fundamental benefits of an endoscopic, natural orifice approach.

A small prospective cohort study in China prospectively enrolled 24 patients with infected pancreatic necrosis to either endoscopic transluminal drainage or percutaneous catheter drainage with the primary outcome of mortality or major complication.30 This group found that more patients could be treated with endoscopy as the sole interventional route as opposed to percutaneous drainage. Additionally, secondary endpoints of fistula and new-onset diabetes were less in the endoscopic group.

**DISCUSSION**

Patients with infected necrotizing pancreatitis can be managed in a variety of ways. The decision on how to treat is largely based on the location of infected collections, extent of disease, availability of equipment and expertise in the various techniques. This is a heterogenous disease and precise treatment strategies are different for each patient based on a variety of criteria, however the goals of therapy are similar. The primary goal is to quickly decrease the SIRS response and assuage organ failure while inducing as little added stress as possible. The first step in reaching this goal is antibiotic administration. This could delay intervention until collections have matured and in some cases may avert the need for intervention entirely (see figure 6). The POINTER trial is underway to evaluate the use of antibiotics and delayed catheter drainage versus early catheter drainage when infection is suspected which will shed light on this aspect of therapy. Secondary goals in treatment are to minimize complications from the disease as well as the interventions to treat it. This includes pancreatic fistula, hernia, pancreatic exocrine and endocrine insufficiency, and avoiding undertreatment leading to a protracted disease course or multiple reinterventions.

The current trend in the literature leans towards favoring endoscopic drainage and endoscopic necrosectomy when possible. The downside of percutaneous drainage is that it enables extravasation of pancreatic enzymes into the surrounding tissues which contributes to pancreatic fistula formation. Endoscopy, on the other hand, does not require penetrating the skin. It is an approach that induces less stress and does not necessarily require general anesthesia. It does require collections to be located near the stomach or duodenal sweep which partially limits its application. While the majority of pancreatic collections are in the lesser sac, this method does not work for more distant collections, diffuse or multiple disconnected collections, and less commonly very large collections.

Endoscopy as the primary approach to infected pancreatic collections is a relatively new strategy. In much of the earlier endoscopic literature, a technique using double pigtail plastic stents for drainage was described. In the last 10 years lumen-apposing metal stents have been developed and their use in draining infected pancreatic collections is promising with adoption by many practitioners. With this development the rates of successful endoscopic drainage without necrosectomy may increase as these stents have a larger diameter for drainage as well as flanges to prevent stent migration, however further studies are needed regarding safety and precise protocols for usage. Wide adoption of these procedures and the development of technical expertise will take time however may ultimately become the mainstay of treatment for infected necrotizing pancreatitis.

**CONCLUSION**

The management of infected necrotizing pancreatitis has changed dramatically during the last 20 years and continues to evolve with growing expertise, new techniques, and ongoing research efforts. It is clear, when possible, that a more conservative approach improves outcomes. This includes using antibiotics, delaying interventions, starting with less invasive interventional strategies when possible, and upgrading as necessary. Choosing

Figure 6 Generalized treatment flow with advent of step-up method for infected necrotizing pancreatitis. Abx, antibiotics; MIS, minimally invasive surgery; Perc, percutaneous; VARD, video-assisted retroperitoneal debridement.
the most appropriate treatment strategy is a multidisciplinary
decision because it uses techniques that span the departments of
gastroenterology, surgery, radiology, and critical care.
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